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__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE  
 
Once again, as we come to a new term, we have hope for the potential to meet again in person with 
our U3A friends.  If NSW can become 70% double-vaxxed we have plans for Wednesday and small 
group meetings from November and into December.   
 
For now, double-vaxxed friends can meet in groups of 5 outdoors, and our Painting and Drawing 
group have already taken advantage of this easing of restrictions to visit the Wollongong Botanical 
Gardens with their pencils and brushes to continue their art.   Here are two fine examples: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Japanese Bridge by Jeanette Beatham        Bridge Steps by Pam Hullands 

Other groups are still  meeting by Zoom or through email  exchanges, but why not meet up in groups 
of five (and swap around) in a park.  

Keep well. stay safe and stay connected.  

Ainslie 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Bushfire Stories – Black Summer 2019-2020 – copies available for sale, $25 which includes postage. 
Please send your order to the Treasurer, U3A Northern Illawarra, detailing the number of copies 
required. Please include your postal address.   Email: irelandjudy@hotmail.com 

Payment may be made by EFT transfer to:   U3A NI Inc. BSB 641 800 ACC 200 420 144Or by direct 
deposit at any IMB Branch using the above account reference.   Please use your full name on the 
transaction. 
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Tribute to  Max Morris, foundation President of U3A Northern Illawarra  

The committee is saddened to report the passing on 14th September  of Max Morris, one of the 
founders of our U3A in 2007.   Ron Browne, another of our founding members, has provided this 
tribute to Max: 
 
I first met Max at meetings of the Australian College of Education – the senior professional body of 
educators –where he was an esteemed member. He had an impressive teaching career, culminating 
in being the Senior Science Master at The Illawarra Grammar School (TIGS) before his retirement 
from teaching.  
 
I later met Max again in 2004 when he gave an illuminating lecture on a scientific subject to the 
Wollongong U3A group.   Following this lecture, Max became interested in setting up a new U3A 
group based in the northern suburbs of Wollongong.  He was part of a small group which became the 
steering committee that founded U3A Northern Illawarra in 2005- Max being elected Foundation 
President.  As President he provided energetic and visionary leadership and was able to facilitate 
accommodation for us at the Austinmer Uniting Church, where we continued to meet until 2010.   
 
Max was an enthusiastic participant in U3A activities. He delivered several lectures on scientific 
subjects, particularly astronomy which was his passion. I recall him conducting a beach walk between 
Thirroul and Bellambi, pointing out the effects of a major tsunami many thousands of years ago.  Max 
also spoke at local service groups, promoting U3A.  
 
He led a group from our U3A to the International U3A conference in Christchurch NZ in 2007.  He 
also chaired the organizing committee for the 2008 U3A Network Conference held at Warilla, hosted 
jointly by Kiama, Northern Illawarra, Shellharbour and Wollongong U3As – this being one of the most 
successful State conferences!    
 
Max will be very much missed, and we all share in appreciation of the work he did for our U3A.  
 
 
We have all found these days of lockdown stressful, but resilience is the key: U3A member  Barbara 
Cattanaur recalls  an earlier time -  
 
I’d just like to talk about another time, my early childhood, living through the London Blitz, when my 
mother, in her diary, wrote, ‘We have had 57 days and nights of bombing.  In between attacks, we 
still have to dash out to shop, hang out the washing, cook and clean, then back to the shelter again.” 
 
I tell our sons, life was very challenging, and fearful, as it is now, but death was a much more violent 
possibility.  Communication was difficult.  We had no Google, Zoom, Meetup, online classes for kids, 
and so on.  We had radio, often no electricity, or basic nutritional needs, we were evacuated to 
strange places, we didn’t know where our father was, but our mother made sure we survived, often 
going without, but she never broke down, always made a joke of it, and set us an example of sheer 
endurance. 
 
As for masks – gas masks were the pits.  I, apparently screamed my head off whenever I was put in 
the contraption made for babies, and the smell of rubber has stayed in my consciousness ever since.  
Definitely unlike Marcel Proust’s nostalgic remembrance of his aunt’s Madeleine cakes! 
 
I actually gave a talk at U3A Wollongong – “Britain -my part in its victory” (shades of Spike Milligan), 
which I would be happy to present for Thirroul, sometime in the future. (Thanks Barbara, Patrick will 
follow up your offer) 
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One of the Objectives of the U3A movement  is:  To co-operate with and seek support from relevant 
sources for applied research into lifelong learning and related aspects of ageing.  You may like to 
participate in one or both of the following current research programs: 
 
Research invitation: accessing health and driving information 
  
The University of Wollongong is conducting research about how and where people, aged 65 years 
and over, access information about their health and driving. You might be interested in providing 
your views and experiences about this topic by participating in an interview.  Your views will help 
guide the development of strategies to promote a resource for drivers aged 65 years and over. 
  
If you would like to participate or have further questions, please email Ben Chand 
at bchand@uow.edu.au   Once received, you will be contacted by a member of the research team to 
arrange an interview date and time.  
   
For further information Visit our website Aged and Dementia Health Education and Research 
(ADHERe): www.adhere.org.au 
School of Nursing | Science Medicine and Health 
University of Wollongong NSW 2522 Australia 
 
 
 
 
 I am a PhD candidate at the Australian National University. I am seeking the participation of U3A 
members in the ‘Couples in Retirement Study’. This survey-based study will examine the experiences 
of couples in retirement and analysis of the results will constitute part of my dissertation. The survey 
asks questions about retirement goals and experiences, health, social support, and psychological 
resources (e.g., motivation). 
 
My research examines the interaction between couples. As such, I request that the survey is 
completed by both partners - Surveys should be completed separately, but it is recommended that 
partners complete the survey at similar times. Their  responses will then be linked using an 
anonymous code generated by them . 

For further information, and to  participate in this study, please complete the survey go to 
http://bit.ly/couplesinretirement  or contact  ayeesha.abbasi@anu.edu.au. 
  
  
Ayeesha Abbasi 
PhD Candidate 
Research School of Management 
ANU College of Business & Economics 
  
 
Mental Fitness Evaluation -  complete the following questionnaire: do not miss any question: 
1.  How do you put a giraffe in a refrigerator, Think carefully before writing down your answer. 

2. How do you put an elephant in a refrigerator?  Again, think carefully 
3. The Lion King is hosting an Animal Conference. All the anmals  attend … except one. Which 

one does not attend? 
4. There is a river you must cross but it is used by crocodiles. You do not have a boat. How do 

you manage to cross it?      
Now you have finished the evaluation test, check your responses with the results on p. 4 
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When George Johnston met Leonard Cohen – from Australian Encounters by Shane Maloney 
and Chris Grosz ( pub. Black Inc 2010) 
 
On a wet March afternoon in 1960, an unknown 25 year old Canadian poet was wandering the 
streets of London. Since his arrival three months earlier he’d bought himself a blue Burberry coat, 
an Olivetti typewriter and completed an autobiographical novel. Now it was time to find 
somewhere warm to relax, drink and meet women. Somewhere cheap. Noticing a Bank of Greece 
sign, he stepped inside and saw  a teller with a deep tan and sunglasses. Within a few days Leonard 
Cohen was boarding a steamer in Piraeus for the five-hour trip to Hydra. 
 
 What he found was a cluster of whitewashed houses arrayed around a small horseshoe shaped 
harbour. Many of the houses were uninhabited and there were no cars or trucks, few telephones, 
limited electricity and despite the name, little fresh water. At the end of the cobbled waterfront 
stood the Katsikas’ brothers  grocery store. In its backroom bar, amid tins of olive oil and sacks of 
flour, he met an Australian expatriate named George Johnston.  
 
It was five years since Johnston and his writer wife Charmian  Clift had settled on Hydra, trading the 
security of a newspaper career for the vagaries of a literary life. Things were not going well. At 48, 
Johnston’s glory days as a war correspondent and foreign editor were behind him, and My Brother 
Jack was in difficult gestation. He was ill, impoverished, impotent and battling to eke a living from 
his work. But as presiding spirit of the island’s shifting cast of foreign artists and writers, he was 
nothing if not hospitable. 
 
George and Charmian put young Len up in their spare room, and George arranged for him to 
perform some of his songs for the cosmopolitan assortment of authors, painters and musicians who 
frequented  the  Katsikas grocer, a group that included Marianne Jensen, wife of a Norwegian 
novelist.  To Cohen, raised in an affluent Jewish family in suburban Montreal, his Australian hosts 
had a larger-than-life, mythical quality. “They drank more than other people, they wrote more, they 
got sick more, they cursed more and they blessed more, and they helped a great deal more. They 
were an inspiration.”  
 
When Cohen decided to stay on Hydra, and set up house for himself, they contributed a bed and a 
work table. And in a way, perhaps, they had also introduced him to his muse. That’s her, Marianne,  
sitting at the table with the typewriter on the back cover of his 1969 album Songs from a Room.  By 
then Cohen was the high priest of pathos, the bird on the wire, the dirge-master general. And 
tuberculosis, cigarettes and booze would soon do for George. 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Results of the Mental Fitness Evaluation test – the correct answers  
1. Open the door, put in the giraffe and close the door. This question tests whether you tend t do 

simple things in a complicated way. 
2. Did you say, Open the door, put in the elephant and close the door? Wrong  answer. Correct 

answer, Open the door, take out the giraffe, then put in the elephant and close the door. This 
tests your ability to think through the repercussions of your earlier decisions. 

3. Correct answer – the elephant. The elephant is still in the refrigerator. You just put him in there. 
This tests your memory. 

4. You jump into the river and swim across. Haven’t you been listening? All the crocodiles are 
attending the Animal Conference. This tests whether you learn from your mistakes. 

 
According to Anderson Consulting Worldwide, around 90% of the Retirees they tested got all the 
answers wrong, but many pre-schoolers  got several correct answers. Anderson Consulting says this 
test proves that many Retirees do not have the brains of a four year old.  
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DID YOU KNOW that dolphins are so smart that within two 
weeks they can train humans to stand up on the edge of a 
pool and throw them fish? 
 
If ignorance is bliss, why aren’t more people happy? 
 
In spite of the cost of living, it’s still popular. 
 

With this new ego-driven space race, if we wanted to boldly 
send billionaires where no billionaires have ever been, we 
could have just sent them to the Tax Office. 
 
 
 

 
 
Management Committee 2021 -  Contact Details  
 
President -  Ainslie Lamb  Ph:  4283 7818 (ainslie2518@gmail.com) 
Vice-President – Operations -  Judy Bull - Ph 4267 2417  
Vice-President – Development – Sue Rejske   Ph: 4285 9002 
Treasurer – Judy Ireland – Ph: 0403 618 882 
Secretary –  Mary Condon  - secretary.u3a.nillawarra@gmail.com 
Address correspondence to:  

The Secretary, U3A Northern Illawarra, PO Box 849 Thirroul NSW 2515 
Publicity Officer:    Therese Jordan (0413 218 957) 
Committee members 
  Bill Barnetson  (0420243 404) 
  Judy Gibbs  (4284 4705) 
  Peter Gibbs                       ( 4284 4705) 
               Tricia Kullik     ( 0405 768 642) 
                             Patrick Heaven   ( 0448 061 951) 
                Margaret Stratton  ( 0411 526 899) 
 
Minute Secretary – Ireena Hardy  
Wednesday Talks Co-ordination -     Patrick Heaven (patrickcheaven@gmail.com) 
           Judy Gibbs, Triica Kullik 
Audio Visual facilities (TCC) – Peter Gibbs ( 4284 4705) 
Welfare Officer and Safety Officer : Margaret Stratton    (0411 526 899) 
Newsletter Editor - Ainslie Lamb  ( 4283 7818 )   Associate editor – Ron Browne 
Public Officer : Peter Gibbs, 141/201 Pioneer Road, Fairy Meadow NSW 2519 
 
Website:  www.northernillawarra.u3anet.org.au        Web administrator –   Peter Gibbs 
 
 
The Newsletter of the U3A of the Northern Illawarra is produced several  times a year, providing  
advance notice of courses, speakers and topics, and other activities for each Term. 
The Newsletter can also be accessed on www.northernillawarra.u3anet.org.au 

 
If you prefer to have your Newsletter posted to you, hand or send a stamped self-addressed 
envelope  marked “U3A Newsletter” to Ainslie Lamb, Unit 1, 10  Station Street, Corrimal 2518. 
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